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Featured Application: Climbing stairs is both a common and highly demanding motor task.
Knowledge of ligament loads during this movement could be useful for planning reconstruc-
tion surgery, for providing suggestions to subjects with ligament injuries, and for identifying
possible compensatory strategies for the reduction of these loads.

Abstract: Background. Stair climbing is often performed by people in daily life and requires consid-
erable energy and muscle effort. This task has been widely described in the literature, but the role of
the knee joint ligaments has not been sufficiently investigated. This could be relevant for planning
ligament reconstruction surgery, for providing suggestions to subjects with partial ligament injuries,
and for identifying compensatory strategies for reducing ligament loads. Methods. A dynamic
musculoskeletal model was used to analyse the relationship between ligament loads and muscle
forces during stair climbing. Results. The most loaded ligaments were the posterior cruciate ligament
and the deep fibres of the medial collateral ligament, particularly during the mid-swing phase, where
the knee was maximally flexed and the hamstring muscles contracted. The anterior cruciate ligament
was recruited during the stance phase to compensate for the anteriorly-directed force applied to the
tibia by the vasti muscles; the collateral ligaments stabilized the knee joint during the swing phase.
The tibiofemoral contact force, resulting from all external and internal forces applied to the knee, was
in good agreement with data provided in the literature. Conclusions. This study represents a forward
step in the knowledge of ligament loads during stair climbing, which could be useful for providing
informed recommendations to subjects with ligament injuries.

Keywords: stair climbing; knee joint ligaments; musculoskeletal model; dynamic simulation; knee
joint biomechanics

1. Introduction

Climbing stairs is a common task that people perform quite frequently in normal daily
life. It is also a recommended exercise for people who want to maintain good physical shape
without getting involved in more demanding training [1–4]. Many biomechanical studies
have shown that stair climbing entails considerable effort in terms of energy consumption
and muscle activity [5–8], and that it is more physically and mechanically challenging
than level walking [9] because greater net joint moments are required of the lower limb
muscles. Stair climbing is such a crucial task in daily life that many studies concerning knee
joint arthroplasty (total or unicompartmental reconstruction) aim at restoring the native
knee kinematics and stability during this movement [10–13]. The joints are loaded with
relevant moments and forces, and the neural control system is involved in maintaining
balance and in dealing with the geometry of the steps [14–16]. It is therefore understandable
that elderly people [17] or people with control-system deficits, cardiovascular problems,
muscle weakness, joint pains, and osteoarthritis [18,19] have difficulty climbing stairs
and therefore have a worsened quality of life. As for the knee joint, which is the most
loaded joint, the large range of movement associated with strong muscle contractions
places the internal structures, cartilage, and ligaments, in a very demanding situation
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and can even lead to risk of damage. Several studies have analysed the loads at the
tibiofemoral interface and at the patellofemoral joint [20–26], but, as far as we are aware,
none of them has described the role of the ligaments in stair climbing and the forces they
support to keep the joint congruent. Actually, some attempts to measure ligament strain
in vivo have been made [27,28] by means of a strain-gauge device (DVRT). In particular,
Fleming et al. [29] measured the strain of the Anterior Cruciate Ligament in vivo during
stair climbing. This method only measures the deformation of a few ligaments, and, from
these measurements, it is difficult to obtain the load distribution among several ligaments.
In this sense, musculoskeletal models represent an innovative method for studying the
biomechanics of complex structures, having the potential to simulate the movement, to
apply the muscular forces, and to estimate the loads in all internal structures of a joint.
Since knowledge of ligament loads can be useful for providing suggestions to subjects with
partial injuries of the ligaments and for identifying any compensatory strategies for the
reduction of these loads, we have deemed it important to deepen understanding of the
relationship between ligament loads and muscle forces. For this purpose, we have adapted
a previously developed musculoskeletal model [30] to the analysis of stair climbing. This
work is based on a single, exemplary subject, and does not pretend to represent any specific
population. The aims of this study were to assess how the different knee-joint ligaments
are loaded in an intact knee during stair climbing and to explain how ligament tensions
are affected by the muscle forces produced in this specific task. Deeper investigation will
be devoted to analysing how the muscle forces should be modulated to reduce the risk of
ligament damage.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The Model

Our biomechanical model is composed of two parts. The first is made of geometric
solids representing the trunk, the pelvis, the thighs, the shanks, and the feet, joined with
each other by revolute joints. These joints can be animated using angular coordinates
obtained from the movement analysis of an experimental subject. For this reason, it
will be named ‘the driving’ model. The second structure is a musculoskeletal model of
the lower limb, which includes the femur, the tibia and fibula, the rotula, the foot as a
rigid body, the knee ligaments, and the muscles. This model reproduces the tibiofemoral
and the patellofemoral interactions by imposing a no-penetration constraint between
the bone contact surfaces. The main ligaments, represented by spring elements with
nonlinear characteristics, serve to maintain the bones’ attachment to each other while
permitting their relative movements. To measure the relative rotation and translation of
the tibia in relation to the femur, an articulated mechanism (that we called ‘the Grood
and Suntay—G&S mechanism’) was attached to the bones. As shown in Figure 1, it was
composed of three mutually orthogonal revolute joints, representing flexion/extension
(Flex/Ext), adduction/abduction (Add/Abd), and internal/external rotation (Int/Ext rot).

The first joint (red in the Figure 1) connects Shaft 1 to Plate 1; the second (green)
connects Plate 1 to Plate 2; the third (blue) connects Plate 2 to Shaft 2. The latter was
connected to Shaft 3 by a special constraint that imposes parallelism of the two shafts (same
orientation) without any limitation to the relative displacements. Shaft 1 was then rigidly
connected to the femur with the flexion/extension axis aligned with the medial and lateral
epicondyles. Shaft 3 was rigidly connected to the tibia, oriented as its longitudinal axis.
Any relative movement between the tibia and the femur could then be measured using the
rotation angles of the three revolute joints, and by the relative coordinates x, y, z provided
by the parallelism constraint. This measurement convention is the same one proposed by
Grood and Suntay [31], and this is the reason for the name we assigned to this mechanism.

To connect the two parts of our model, the femur was rigidly attached to the solid repre-
senting the thigh in such a way that the flexion/extension axis (red) of the G&S mechanism
coincides with the flexion/extension axis attached to the thigh. Then the flexion/extension
movement was transmitted to the tibia by converting the flexion/extension revolute joint
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of the G&S mechanism into a motor having the same rotation axis. In this way, just the flex-
ion/extension degree of freedom is constrained, while the remaining adduction/abduction,
internal/external rotation, distal-proximal, medio-lateral, and anterior-posterior displace-
ments are free. They can be measured as outputs of the revolute joints and of the parallelism
constraint. As a result of this arrangement, the relative movement between the tibia and
femur during flexion/extension is determined by: (a) the geometry of the articulating
surfaces; (b) the ligament tensions; (c) the external forces (ground reactions and inertia
forces); and (d) the muscle forces.
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Figure 1. On the right, the so-called G&S mechanism used to measure the six d.o.f and to impose the
flexion/extension movement. On the left, the G&S mechanism included in the knee joint model with
the corresponding functional axes.

The ground reaction force, which is applied to a time-varying specific point on the foot,
is transferred to the tibia in a point corresponding to the centre of the knee and the transfer
moment is applied to the tibia. This loading condition is equivalent to the original one
but is not affected by abnormal deviations in the trajectory of the foot, which could occur
because of irregularities in the contact surfaces of the knee. All the main muscles acting at
the knee are represented by linear actuators that can develop a force corresponding to a
predefined muscle contraction.

The details of the whole biomechanical model can be found in previous publica-
tions [25,30,32,33]. Here we report the main features of the model:

2.1.1. The Driving Model

This is the model part composed of geometric solids. The trunk and the pelvis are
represented by two boxes, the thighs and shanks by cylinders, and the feet by extru-
sion solids; the pelvis is connected to the trunk by three mutually orthogonal revolute
joints that allow control of pelvis anteversion, lateral tilt, and horizontal rotation respec-
tively. The hip joints are reproduced by three mutually orthogonal revolute joints allowing
flexion/extension, adduction/abduction, internal/external rotation; the knees have two
revolute joints allowing the flexion/extension and internal/external rotation; the ankle
joint allows plantarflexion/dorsiflexion and pronation/supination of the foot.

2.1.2. The Musculoskeletal Model

The bone components were obtained from magnetic resonance images (MRI) taken
of a normal subject, male, 172 cm tall, weighing 70 kg. The following ligaments were
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considered: the anterior (ACL) and the posterior (PCL) cruciate ligaments, each of them
composed of an anterior and a posterior bundle; the medial (MCL) and the lateral (LCL)
collateral ligaments, each of them composed of an anterior, an intermediate and a posterior
bundle; the deep component of the MCL, subdivided in anterior and posterior bundles;
the antero-lateral and posterior capsula, composed of a lateral and a medial bundle. Each
ligament was characterised by a force-length relationship that included a quadratic rise of
the force up to a predefined strain limit, and a linear behaviour for larger deformations.
This relationship is described by the following equations [34]:

f =


0.25K ε2/ε l , 0 ≤ ε ≤ 2ε l

K(ε − ε l), ε > 2ε l
0, ε < 0

(1)

in which K is the stiffness (N/m) in the linear interval of the curve, ε is the strain of
the ligament, and ε l represents the strain limit corresponding to the intercept of the lin-
ear section with the abscissa. All parameters concerning the attachment points and the
force-length relationship were obtained from the literature and adapted to our model
as described in the previous publication [30]. The rotula was approximated to a cylin-
der that could slide inside the femoral trochlea. The patellar tendon was considered
an inextensible rod. The following muscles were included in the model: rectus femoris
(RF); lateral, intermedial and medial vasti (VL, VI, and VM respectively); hamstrings
(semitendinosus—ST, semimembranosus—SM, biceps femoris long head—BFlh, biceps
femoris short head—BFsh); lateral and medial gastrocnemius (GAl and GAm respectively);
gluteus minimum (GLmin); gluteus maximum (GLmax); gluteus medius (GLmed); ilia-
cus (IL); psoas (PS); tensor fascia latae (TFL); tibialis anterior (TA); peroneus (PE); and
soleus (SO).

2.2. The Inputs to the Model

From a previous data collection [6], we extracted the kinematics and ground-reaction
forces referring to a subject of body mass and height similar to the one referred to by the
MRI. The subject was climbing a staircase equipped with load cells in three of its steps. The
steps were 17 cm high and 29 cm deep. The data collected in the cited study were used as a
normality band, which refers to ten healthy male subjects (1.79 ± 0.05 m of body height,
82.2 ± 8.5 kg of body mass and 28.8 ± 2.9 years).

The acquisition time (approximately 2.8 s) included a full stride cycle of the left foot,
from initial contact (IC) on a sensored step to the next IC two steps higher. Initial contact
occurred at time 0.7 s from the acquisition start, and the stride cycle lasted about 1.4 s. The
right IC occurred 0.7 s after the left IC.

A three-dimensional representation of the staircase was generated and imported into
the same software used for the implementation of the biomechanical musculoskeletal model
(SimWise-4D, Design Simulation Technologies, DST, Canton, MI, USA), as show in Figure 2.
When the model was related to the staircase, there were some discrepancies between the
position of the feet and the surface of the steps. This was predictable, in that the size of
the model was not exactly the size of the subject the kinematic data belonged to. Thus,
we slightly changed the bone lengths in the model in order to have the right and the left
feet reaching their relative steps with minimum clearance and no collision with the border.
Then we applied the ground reaction force to the proximal tibia in correspondence with
the centre of the knee joint and the moment to compensate for this transfer, as previously
described. This transfer moment was computed by running the computation program
with segment masses set at zero. In this way, the contribution of the inertia components
was nil, and the knee-joint moment was the result of the ground reaction force only. To
compute the muscle forces, the lever arms of each muscle in relation to the joint rotation
axes are required. Due to the complexity of the knee joint, which in our model does not
have a fixed rotation axis, and to the multiple functions of several muscles, the lever arms
cannot be computed analytically. So we ran several simulations of stair climbing in which
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the masses were set at zero, as were ground reaction forces and moments, and only one
muscle at a time was activated with a constant predefined force of 100 N. We measured
the moments at each rotation axis and divided those values by 100 N. The result was the
desired lever arm. We also needed to know the joint moments around each rotational axis.
These moments were obtained via the motion-analysis software available on the system
(BTS Bioengineering SpA, Garbagnate Milanese (MI), Italy). Then we implemented an
algorithm to compute the muscle forces with the objective that the maximum specific force
(that is, force divided by physiologic cross-sectional area—PCSA) was minimal (Min/Max
algorithm) [35]. The PCSA of the muscles involved were obtained from the literature [5].
The constraints were: (a) the sum of the moments produced by each muscle at each rotation
axis had to be equal to the moment computed around that axis; (b) all muscle forces had to
be greater than or equal to zero.
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Figure 2. The driving model. The trajectory of the centre of the trunk and of right and left feet (the
heels) are represented.

The results of our simulations were smoothed by a moving average filter.

3. Results

In Figure 3, the kinematic inputs to the model are depicted. The forward displacement
of the trunk progressed almost linearly with time (400 mm/s); the medio-lateral displace-
ment was oscillating with an amplitude of 100 mm, having the minimum and maximum in
correspondence with the initial contacts of ipsilateral and contralateral foot respectively
(50% of the stride cycle); the trunk translated by 170 mm in the vertical direction at each
step, consistently with the step height.

As to the joint angles, our data belong to the normal band (average ± SD) reported
in a previous publication [6]. The normal band reported a maximum flexion angle of the
hip equal to 71◦ on average ±9.5◦ SD, while our exemplary subject achieved a maximum
flexion angle of 66◦, a maximum flexion angle of the knee of 93◦ ± 8.1◦ SD (87◦ in our
subject), and a maximum ankle plantarflexion angle of 22◦ ± 7.7◦ SD (23◦ in our subject).
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Vert
Med-Lat
Post-Ant

Ext/Int Rot
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Figure 3. Kinematic input to the model. The 3D coordinates of the centre of the trunk segment:
(a) medial-lateral (Med–Lat), vertical (Vert), posterior-anterior (Post–Ant); (b) 3D angles of the
Hip (flexion/extension, adduction/abduction, internal/external rotation); (c) Knee and Ankle joint
flexion/extension angles. Continuous vertical lines represent the two ICs, while the dashed line
refers to the toe off event. Blue and green intervals in the horizontal bar mark the stance and the
swing phase, respectively.

During the dynamic simulation of stair climbing, the maximum hip-joint flexion
(about 66◦) was reached in correspondence with the initial contact, while the maximum
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knee flexion (87◦) occurred in the late swing phase, before IC. At initial contact, the knee
was flexed by 77◦ and the ankle had a dorsiflexion angle of 11◦. Then, during hip and
knee extension, the ankle underwent a slight dorsiflexion and then returned to the initial
contact angle when the knee was maximally extended. Ankle plantarflexion started about
250 ms before toe off and reached the maximum plantarflexion angle (23◦) at the time of
toe off. During the stance phase, the hip joint exhibited a slight abduction, while in the
swing phase it was slightly adducted. On the transversal plane, except for the terminal
stance phase, the hip joint preserved its external rotation.

Figure 4 represents the GRF applied to the upper extremity of the tibia (left) and the
corresponding transfer moment (right).
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Figure 4. Dynamic input to the model: (a) ground reaction forces (GRF)—mediolateral, vertical,
posteroanterior—; (b) moments applied to the tibia to compensate for the transfer of the GRF to the
centre of the knee joint: flexion/extension, external/internal rotation, adduction/abduction.

The stance phase of stair climbing was characterised by the double bump of the
vertical force component, with, in this case, the first peak (980 N) slightly higher than the
second one (953 N). At one third of the stance phase, the GRF anterior-posterior component
changed from posterior to anterior. The medio-lateral component was directed medially
for the whole stance phase. As depicted in Figure 4, the transfer moment was nil during
the swing phase because of the non-contact between the foot and ground (GRF was zero).
During the stance phase, the moment transferred at the knee joint was flexor in the first
half of the stance phase and extensor in the second. On the frontal plane, the knee joint
experienced an adduction moment during most of the stance phase, except for the final
interval. An external rotation moment was applied to the knee for most of the stance phase,
followed by an internal rotation moment at the end of the stance phase.

In Figure 5, the estimated muscle forces referring to the muscles of interest for the
knee joint are reported.

Among the extensor muscles (Figure 5a), the VL and the VM proved to be the most
involved ones, expressing the highest force (887 N). They were activated after the initial
contact, concurrently with the knee extension. Then, a smaller peak of force appeared
during the terminal stance phase. During the swing phase, during the large knee flexion,
the vasti muscles were inactivated, while a small activation of the RF was observed in
conjunction with the hip flexion in preparation to the second IC.

Among the hamstring muscles (Figure 5b), which are extensors for the hip and flexors
for the knee, the SM expressed its maximum force (300 N) in the load acceptance phase
(early stance phase). Then, a second peak of force of approximately 114 N appeared during
the terminal stance phase, in conjunction with the knee flexion. During the swing phase, in
which the large knee flexion occurred, the BFsh produced an almost constant force of 80 N.
The GAl and GAm (Figure 5c) exhibited an increasing contraction force throughout most
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of the stance phase and achieved a maximum at the terminal stance phase (push-off), at the
beginning of ankle plantarflexion.
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Figure 5. Dynamic input to the model: muscle forces. Among all muscles considered in the procedure
for muscle forces estimation, only the muscles acting at the knee joint are reported here: (a) the
quadriceps components; (b) the hamstring group; and (c) the two gastrocnemii.

The pattern of the contact force between the femoral condyles and the tibial plateaux
during climbing stairs is depicted in Figure 6. The distal-proximal component showed a
double bump during the stance phase, with the first peak (2624 N) smaller than the second
one (3225 N). In correspondence with toe off, the contact force was at its lowest value, equal
to 166 N. Then it rose and reached a plateau of approximately 755 N in the mid-swing
phase. As to the medio-lateral and anterior-posterior components, they both reached their
maximum values (approximately 280 N and 930 N, respectively) slightly before the mid
stance phase.

The forces supported by the cruciate and collateral ligaments are depicted in Figure 7.
The maximum tension was developed by the PCL, with two peaks, one at the initial stance
phase (approximately 300 N), and the second, slightly smaller, at the mid swing phase. This
ligament was relaxed during mid stance and its tension slightly rose to a minor peak (50 N)
just before toe-off. At the difference, the ACL was tensioned at the mid and late stance
phases, just after the PCL relaxation, when it reached a peak of approximately 134 N. It
was completely relaxed at toe-off and during the swing phase.
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Figure 6. Output of the model: the tibiofemoral contact forces: medial-lateral (Med–Lat), distal-
proximal (Dist–Prox), posterior-anterior (Post–Ant).
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Figure 7. Output of the model: the ligament tensions. The anterior cruciate, posterior cruciate, lateral
collateral, and medial collateral forces include the contributions of their different bundles.

The MCL was recruited during the swing phase and experienced a relief at the initial
stance phase. Then it was recruited during mid and late stance phases. The LCL recruitment
occurred during mid and late swing phases and lasted until the mid-point of the stance
phase. During the swing phase, the recruitment of the two collateral ligaments appeared to
be synergistic, with LCL expressing a maximum tension larger than MCL (164 N vs. 87 N).

The tension of the deep components of MCL (MCL-deep) and the capsular ligaments
are reported in Figure 8. Similarly to the superficial bundles of MCL, MCL-deep was
gradually relieved after the initial contact and recruited during the mid-terminal stance
phase and swing phase, in which it expressed its maximum tension of 253 N.

The fibrous capsule appeared relieved during the swing phase. Specifically, the lateral
bundles of the anterior (Cap-Ant-Lat) and posterior (Cap-Post-Lat) fibrous capsule were
recruited at the early stance phase, while the posterior-medial structure (Cap-Post-Med)
was loaded during the mid stance phase.

Among all ligament structures, the PCL and the MCL-deep exhibited the highest
tension (approximately 300 N and 250 N, respectively).
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Figure 8. Output of the model: tension of the different capsule components and deep MCL.

4. Discussion

The present study was designed to investigate the loads on internal knee joint struc-
tures during the relatively demanding task that is stair climbing. In particular, we were
interested to know how the ligament tensions were related to the joint kinematics and
muscle forces. This problem is of clinical interest because of its implication in rehabilitation
and surgery planning, such as knee-joint arthroplasty and ligament reconstruction. A
dynamic musculoskeletal model was adopted for this purpose, and was animated using
data extracted from our repository [6]. This was just an exemplary analysis, referring to the
specific anthropometry and pattern of movement of a single subject. Deeper investigation
will be devoted to analysing the effects of subject size in relation to the step geometry (riser
and tread) and the effects of gender and age. Developing a subject-specific model to be
used in clinical practice could be an additional goal, with the aim of predicting the effects
of ligament reconstruction or ligament removal in case of knee-joint arthroplasty.

In our single case study, the pattern of muscle forces and tibiofemoral contact forces
were obtained by taking into account ground-reaction forces, inertia forces and moments,
the lever arms of muscles in relation to each joint rotational axis, and implementing an
optimisation algorithm that minimises the maximum specific force. The phasic activities
of the muscles acting on the knee joint predicted by the algorithm were in agreement
with the data obtained in [36] through electromyography measurements on ten healthy
young male subjects during stair climbing. As to the muscle forces, the contributions of
different muscles to stair climbing is in good agreement with their function: the whole
quadriceps was mostly active during the stance phase (see Figure 5a), with the VM and
the VL exhibiting a high peak of contraction force (900 N) in the first half of the stance
phase, thus confirming their main roles as knee extensors. The second peak of their activity
corresponds to the peak of the gastrocnemius force (Figure 5c). This can be explained by
considering the double-joint arrangement of the gastrocnemii (GAl and GAm). They are
biarticular muscles acting as ankle plantar flexors and knee flexors. At late stance, they
contribute to pushing off by producing a plantarflexion moment at the ankle joint. This
entails a flexor effect at the knee, and thus the need for extensor muscles to counteract
this effect. Differently from the rest of the quadriceps, the RF is active during the swing
phase also, thus contributing to the hip-flexor moment required to raise the thigh and foot
above the next step. Among the hamstring muscles (Figure 5b), the most intense force is
produced by the SM at the beginning of stance phase. This is apparently in contradiction
with the need for an extensor moment at that time. The problem of co-contraction of
the quadriceps and hamstrings, when apparently only knee extension is required, has
been deeply investigated in reference to the cycling task [37,38] where a similar condition
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occurs. The phenomenon is called ‘Lombards’ paradox’ [39] and has been explained by
considering the need to produce an extensor moment at the hip joint simultaneously with
knee extension. In order to allow the SM to produce an extensor moment at the hip, the
flexor moment produced at the knee must be counteracted by an additional activity of
the extensor muscles. The effectiveness of this co-contraction of knee antagonist muscles
depends on the ratio between the lever arms of the hamstring at the hip and knee [40].
Probably for this reason, the BFlh and the ST have different actions than the SM. Their main
activity appears at mid and late stance, where knee flexion initiates. At late stance, the SM
exhibits a peak of force as well. The hamstring activity during this phase is used to produce
the extensor moment at the hip which, according to a previous publication [6], is required
in this phase.

The tibiofemoral force, which is the result of all internal and external forces applied to
the knee, showed a distal-proximal component with two peaks during the stance phase
(the second higher than the first one), a minimum at toe off, and a slow rise to a plateau
during the swing phase, which could be mainly due to the activity of BFsh, ST, and RF. This
pattern was in perfect agreement with those obtained through the direct measurement of
forces in sensorised prostheses during walking up stairs [22,26]. The difference in the force
amplitude (about three times body weight in the reported publications, about four times
body weight in our study) would probably depend on the different subjects considered:
operation by knee arthroplasty, in case of the direct measurement, and one representative
subject of a healthy population in our case. This makes us confident that our predictions of
muscle force and ligament tension were reasonably accurate.

To our knowledge, this is the first study trying to quantify the load supported by the
knee ligaments during stair climbing. A unique study in the literature dealing with the
ligament loads during this task was conducted in vivo by Fleming et al. [29] and it focused
only on the ACL. The cited authors reported that the ACL reached the maximum strain in
correspondence with a knee-flexion angle of about 20◦, which is in accordance with our
results (see Figures 3c and 7).

As to role of the ligaments, our data show that the PCL supports the highest loads
(about 300 N) followed by the deep fibres of the MCL (about 250 N). Both ligaments have a
peak at mid swing, where the knee was maximally flexed (almost 90◦) and the ST and the
BFsh were contracted to brake the forward movement of the shank. Actually, during the
swing phase, the RF was also activated, but probably because of the high flexion degree
it had no relevant effect in the direction tangential to the tibial plateaux. Hence, a net
posteriorly-directed force was applied to the proximal tibia, loading the PCL. Moreover,
during the swing phase the gastrocnemii (antagonist of ACL) were relaxed. In fact, in this
phase the tibialis anterior was activated for producing the ankle dorsiflexion (visible in
Figure 3c) needed to avoid contact between the foot and the steps. The PCL force showed
another peak occurring just after initial contact, where the knee was still flexed and was
extending because of quadriceps contraction, but having a peak of the SM force at the same
time. It is evident that the backwards-directed SM force is responsible for the backwards
displacement of the tibia, and consequently for PCL loading in this phase. In fact, the force
applied by the patellar tendon was likely to be perpendicular to the tibial plateaux, and
not pulling forward as when the knee was extended. Actually, when the knee extension
increases, ligament tension switches from the PCL (that completely relaxes at 20% of the
gait cycle) to the ACL that quite suddenly becomes tensioned and remains loaded for the
remining stance phase, in which the VM and VL are activated and exert an anteriorly-
directed force via the patellar tendon. Moreover, ACL recruitment is coherent with the
gastrocnemii activity, which act as an ACL antagonist. Important contributions to the
knee-joint stability during the stance phase are provided by all components of the capsula
(although with different patterns) and by both the superficial and deep components of the
MCL. During the swing phase and early stance, the LCL and MCL appear involved as well,
consistently with the relatively high degree of knee flexion. Their tension contributes to
sustaining the weight and inertia forces of the leg and foot when they are suspended off
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the ground, and to providing stability at the early support phase when the foot is placed
on the upper step.

Our model is not without limitations, mainly related to the lack of an interface be-
tween articular surfaces of the femur and tibia representing the cartilage and the menisci,
and to the difficulty of easily adapting the model to different sizes, mainly due to the
delicate procedure of ligaments’ repositioning. Hence, at present, it can be considered a
generic model and therefore the results of this study cannot be generalized to every subject.
However, our musculoskeletal model contains the relevant functional elements and allows
for a dynamic simulation of what should happen if specific isolated elements are changed.

5. Conclusions

This study investigated the loads distribution on internal knee-joint structures during
stair climbing, pointing out how the ligament tensions were related to the joint kinematics
and muscle forces. The adoption of our dynamic musculoskeletal model gave us the
possibility of conducting a non-invasive study, although limited, of a single exemplary
subject. The main features of the tibiofemoral contact force were in perfect agreement
with the data measured in vivo, making us confident about the accuracy of our predictions
concerning muscle force and ligament tension. The PCL and the deep fibres of the MCL
were the most loaded ligamentous structures. Specifically, the mid-swing phase was
critical for these ligaments, due to the large knee flexion and the hamstring force needed
to reduce the forward acceleration of the limb. The ACL and the fibrous capsule were
mainly recruited during the stance phase, while the LCL and the superficial bundles of
the MCL stabilized the knee during the swing phase. The ACL recruitment was coherent
with both the activation of the vasti muscles during the knee extension (anteriorly-directed
force transmitted to the tibia via the patellar tendon) and the simultaneous activation of
gastrocnemii (antagonist of this ligament). In this study, the relationship between the
muscle forces and the recruitment of the knee-joint ligaments was deepened and our results
could be useful for explaining some eventual compensatory strategies during stair climbing:
for example, in case of ACL injury, the reduction of the quadriceps force during the stance
phase appears justified by the need to reduce the recruitment of this ligament; the reduction
of hamstring activity during the swing phase could be explained, in case of a PCL lesion,
as a way to relieve this ligament tension. However, further studies should be specially
designed to better understand and test these compensatory mechanisms.

A deeper investigation should also be dedicated to the effects of the relationship
between step geometry and the subject’s size, since joint kinematics, muscular effort, and
consequently, the load on the ligaments, are certainly affected by these parameters.

Although this study refers to the action of an intact knee during a task performed by
a physiologic subject, the considerations obtained from the comparison of muscle forces
and ligament tensions can be useful in a clinical context to identify possible risk of tissue
damage, to provide informed recommendations to subjects with ligament injuries, and to
suggest potential compensatory strategies for the reduction of the ligament loads.
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